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Monday, June 15, 2015, at 1:00 P.M. 

The Arsonist, by Sue Miller 

Discussion Leader: Candace Plotsker-Herman 

As a series of fires in a small New Hampshire town exposes tensions between summer and year-

round residents, the members of one in-between family confront their own desires, limitations 

and capacities to love…By the author of  The Senator’s Wife and The Lake Shore Limited. 

(Kirkus) 

Tuesday, July 14, 2015, at 11:00 A.M.  (Note: change of time for Summer) 

Euphoria, by Lily King 

Discussion Leader: Ellen Getreu 

Inspired by events in the life of revolutionary anthropologist Margaret Mead,  Euphoria is a 

captivating story of three young, gifted anthropologists of the 1930’s caught in a passionate love 

triangle that threatens their bonds, their careers, and ultimately their lives.   (Publisher) “This 

dazzling novel bites like a tropical insect, and makes anthropology seem more exciting than 

any other profession.” (Emma Donoghue. ) Chosen as a  top ten book of the year by The New 

York Times Book Review, Time, Entertainment Weekly, Newsday, Vogue, The San Francisco 

Chronicle, and New York.  Winner of the New England Book Award for Fiction, the Kirkus 

Prize, and finalist for the National Book Critics Circle Award. 

Tuesday, August 11, 2015, at 11:00 A.M. 

 

The Book of Unknown Americans, by  Cristina Henríquez 

 

Discussion Leader: Edna Ritzenberg 

(See next page for summary) 



Moving from Mexico to the United States when their daughter suffers a near-fatal accident, the 

Riveras confront cultural barriers, their daughter's difficult recovery, and her developing 

relationship with a Panamanian boy. 

Review: 'The Arsonist' by Sue Miller 

 

By Julia M. Klein, Chicago Tribune, June 27, 2014 

Sue Miller's latest page-turner, "The Arsonist," set mostly in a small New Hampshire town, calls 

to mind another New England author's meditation on the meaning of home. 

In one of Robert Frost's most famous poems, "The Death of the Hired Man," a husband and wife 

debate how to handle the unexpected return of their longtime "hired man," who deserted them 

once but is now ailing. The husband says, with some cynicism, "Home is the place where, when 

you have to go there,/ They have to take you in." The wife replies, more kindly: "I should have 

called it/ Something you somehow haven't to deserve. 

The plot of "The Arsonist," whose main action coincides with the 1998 Clinton-Lewinsky 

scandal, has three strands. The central one begins with the return of Frankie Rowley, an aid 

worker who has spent considerable time in Africa, to Pomeroy, N.H., where she summered with 

her family and to which her parents, Sylvia and Alfie, have retired. 

Their reunion is hardly idyllic. In the wake of yet another passionate but transitory African love 

affair, Frankie is consumed with doubts about where she belongs. Neither her well-intentioned 

supervision of hunger aid nor her serial romances seem sustaining to her. But family isn't the 

most congenial home either: She and Sylvia have a vaguely testy relationship, and her father, a 

retired college professor, is starting to show signs of dementia. 

While Frankie, in her early 40s, endures an existential crisis, Sylvia attempts to cope with Alfie's 

worsening disease — a problem complicated by the existing strains in their marriage. No saint, 

Sylvia drinks too much, grows impatient and irritated, worries and engages in "the strained 

attempt not to notice, to be kind. The solitary assessing and reassessing. The managing of 

appearances. The covering up." 

Any cover-up is, of course, doomed — particularly in semirural Pomeroy, a town where 

residents seem at once isolated (by the distance between houses and a surprising dearth of 

phones) and overly enmeshed in one another's affairs, romantic and otherwise. 

The summer of Frankie's return, the town's circumstances have taken a distinctly dystopian — 

even horrific — turn. It seems that a mysterious someone, possibly a year-round resident 

motivated by class resentment, has begun immolating the houses of the summer people. For the 

most part, the dwellings are being torched when they are empty, so everyone is afraid to leave 

home. Over time, the residents arm themselves and take turns staying awake at night, awaiting a 

nameless intruder. 



As the burnings escalate, the chief suspect is, in fact, a hired man. But is this hapless fellow, the 

nephew of Sylvia's spurned high school sweetheart, really bright enough — and malicious 

enough — to be an arsonist? 

The arson mystery adds a backdrop of foreboding to the novel, an undercurrent of terror that 

underlines the precariousness and importance of home. Keeping apace of these unexpected news 

developments is just one challenge faced by Bud, a former big-time Washington reporter who 

now edits the local weekly. The other will be the vicissitudes of love. 

Miller's third-person narration regularly shifts back and forth among Frankie, Sylvia and Bud, 

perhaps the most sympathetic of the three. The twice-divorced journalist has garnered a (possibly 

unfair) reputation as a womanizer. Given Frankie's proclivities, it is hardly a surprise that the two 

should be drawn to each other, igniting a mutual passion. 

As the town goes up in flames around them, and Alfie's limitations reach a crisis point, the pair 

seem as though they may have found their own version of home. Bud cherishes their increasing 

tenderness and mutual reliance. But will this be enough for the restless Frankie, accustomed as 

she is to bigger-picture concerns? 

Miller excels at portraying the ways in which people connect, and just miss connecting. By 

contrast, her resolution of the arson mystery — which is really no resolution at all — is less than 

satisfying. On a thematic level, though, "The Arsonist" boldfaces its points. 

Home, for both Miller and her characters, turns out to be intimately bound up with the question 

of identity. It is about finding wholeness, as Frankie will see after Alfie wanders off in pursuit of 

"home." ("Drink and be whole again beyond confusion," Frost wrote in "Directive," another 

poem about wandering and the search for home.) 

Maybe, Frankie muses, Alfie was seeking "the time when he felt whole, when he felt like 

himself. The time — and perhaps one of the places — where the world seemed to recognize him 

in some deep way, seemed to say, Come in, we've been expecting you. Exactly you." Alfie may 

never again find that place, but perhaps Frankie can, and will. We are rooting for her. 

Julia M. Klein is a cultural reporter and critic in Philadelphia and a contributing editor at 

Columbia Journalism Review. Follow her on Twitter @JuliaMKlein. 

Neighborhood Watch 

‘The Arsonist,’ by Sue Miller 

By Jean Hanff Korelitz, New York Times Book Review, JUNE 29, 2014  

In the middle of the night, a jet-lagged woman, unable to sleep, goes for a walk along a country 

road in the New England town where her family has summered for generations. Frankie Rowley, 

newly returned from years of relief work in Africa, is certainly lost in the middle of her life’s 

http://www.twitter.com/JuliaMKlein


journey, and in a dark night, if not precisely in a dark wood. Unsure of her place in the world, 

unsure whether she has a place in the world, Frankie has come to Pomeroy, N.H., for a life-

reassessment disguised as a visit to her parents, who have decided to live full time in their 

summer house following her father’s retirement from teaching. It’s only after a car passes 

Frankie on the road, its headlights sweeping past in a disorienting arc, that she realizes the smell 

of smoke has been in the air for some time. 

Where there’s smoke there are fires, and the town in Sue Miller’s 10th novel, “The Arsonist,” is 

suddenly full of them, with house after house going up in flames. All the affected houses, 

moreover, belong to “flatlanders” like Frankie’s family, who occupy their older, larger homes 

during the summer, employ the locals to mow or clean and then return to their real lives in the 

fall, taking their money with them. Frankie, whose life in Africa included servants and a gated 

(guarded) expat community, is surely attuned to the conundrum of her family’s place in 

Pomeroy. Her mother might insist that “class has no relevance to our lives. Your father is an 

intellectual,” but the locals don’t see it that way. And besides, an even more subtle divide is 

gradually coming into focus. 

Among the summer residents of her parents’ generation — “poets, bishops, explorers of the 

human genome, presidents of this college or that” — Frankie’s father, Alfie, barely registers. 

Despite the brand-name education (Hotchkiss and Harvard), the graduate degrees and tenure, his 

career has been obscure, and though he has never revealed it to his daughter, he is also a 

resentful social climber, a foster child and scholarship student plagued by “something a little 

wrong here and there” with his ties and shoes, a man who felt it necessary to “scramble to catch 

up” with those classmates blessed by money and luck. 

Alfie has also begun a slow decline into dementia, losing his way along the roads, forgetting 

things, wandering off. These diminishments and the unabated fires form parallel narrative lines, 

running alongside the story of Frankie and Bud Jacobs, a Washington journalist who has bought 

the local paper, as they cautiously begin a relationship. When the police concentrate on a suspect 

for the serial fire-setting, Bud and Frankie are unpersuaded, and both are burdened by their own 

suspicions about who might actually be responsible. 

Miller writes effectively about the tense underpinnings of a summer community, even 

(especially?) one that has endured a long history of such dualities. When Sylvia, Frankie’s 

mother, gives a check for lawn care to a man with whom she had a long-ago summer romance, or 

when she castigates his employee, a reclusive teenager who lives in a trailer, it’s not just the 

divide but the history of the divide that resonates. It falls to Pete, the retired editor from whom 

Bud has purchased The Pomeroy Union, to explain that tensions exist not from the separation of 

classes (“There was never the expectation that my parents would be invited, say, to a dinner 

party or anything like that. We knew our place”) but from the 1960s incursion of college-

educated farmers and carpenters, who brought with them “the idea that class differences weren’t 

right, somehow.” 

The blithe description of vacationing academics and professionals as summer “refugees” irks 

Frankie, who knows firsthand what real refugees have to endure, but she struggles with her own 

uprootedness and sudden choices. The novel itself, which is well underway before it discloses its 



temporal setting in the late 1990s (topics of discussion are the Lewinsky affair and the film 

“Titanic”), mirrors that quality of a floating interlude, untethered by time. This may be 

intentional, but it might also irritate readers hoping for a more concrete resolution of Frankie’s 

conundrum, and of the arsonist’s identity. “The Arsonist” is full of Miller’s signature intelligence 

about people caught between moral responsibility and a hunger for self-realization, though, like 

its protagonist, it also feels ultimately unsettled, as if Frankie were still walking her dark country 

road in a constant, unresolved recalculation. 

Jean Hanff Korelitz is the author of five novels, most recently “You Should Have Known. 

Sue Miller’s ‘The Arsonist,’ reviewed by Ron Charles 

By Ron Charles, Chicago Tribune, July 1, 2014  

Sue Miller’s thoughtful, intense novels have always demonstrated that domestic fiction needn’t 

be domesticated. And lately, she’s shown that it needn’t be apolitical either. In “The Senator’s 

Wife” (2008), she explored the costs of being married to a philandering public servant. Her last 

book, “The Lake Shore Limited,” offered a psychologically profound response to the attacks of 

Sept. 11, 2001.  

Her new novel, “The Arsonist,” takes place far removed from national news or world conflicts, 

but it, too, reflects the most urgent matters of our time. In New Hampshire, where antique farms 

are separated by lichen-covered stone walls, she sets a muted story of class and terrorism. The 

result is an ambitious, big-issue novel that somehow fits convincingly amid two-lane roads and 

dairy cows.  

This remote setting has drawn the heroine, Frankie Rowley, home from Africa. After 15 years, 

she’s exhausted by the moral calculus of relief work and brokenhearted by the end of a 

relationship with a married man. Craving time to recalibrate her life, Frankie imagines she’ll 

enjoy “an easy and very American happiness”: eating long meals with her retired parents and 

sleeping late in the bedroom “she’d had every summer since she was a child.”  

But in the first paragraph, Miller begins to thwart those pastoral expectations. Jet-lagged from 

the transatlantic flight, Frankie takes a walk in the night and happens to see a car — what she 

thinks of later as the getaway car. The next morning, she and her parents learn that a neighboring 

house has been gutted by fire. And it’s just the first one. Over the summer, an arsonist incinerates 

more than a dozen houses in this small town — “a curious crime” — burning away a sense of 

tranquility and trust along with buildings and furniture.  

Novels about kidnapped children or killer viruses may provoke some general low-level anxiety, 

but nothing will stoke terror in the hearts of wealthy, East Coast readers quite like this plot: It 

doesn’t take long for the residents of Miller’s Pomeroy, N.H., to realize that all the destroyed 

homes belong to summer people — tony visitors who take up lots of space in town for three 

months (and probably like to read sophisticated literary novels).  
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Miller isn’t dogmatic on this theme, and she ultimately leaves it unresolved, but she’s interested 

in the friction between modest folks who maintain the town and “chatty, self-assured summer 

people” who expect it to remain an accommodating setting for their leisure. The fires force 

everyone to consider “who owned the town and who merely used it.” Advised to put locks on the 

doors, one offended visitor says, “This is not why we come here.” Miller adds, “There was 

something threatening in this tonally, inflectively, as if to say, If you can’t manage this better, we 

won’t come here anymore.”  

At a time when even mentioning the widening distance between the classes is considered an act 

of class warfare, it’s encouraging to watch Miller’s novel negotiate this awkward fact of 

American life. An older character in town who serves as a kind of sage offers a counterintuitive 

explanation for the fires — and the resentment that may be fueling them: “That expectation that 

we’ll all get along — that didn’t use to matter so much,” he says. “Because there was no such 

expectation. There was no social mixing. . . . We knew our place.” In other words, our pretense 

of egalitarianism is destined to aggravate tensions between groups that live very different lives.  

That argument is complicated, though, by Frankie’s point of view. After years of working in 

some of the most desperate parts of Africa, she finds America a vast expanse of prosperity. “It all 

seemed criminally luxurious,” Miller writes. Tensions between townies and summer people in 

“this little, closed-in world” look silly after watching children die of starvation. But how long 

can Frankie burn with that bright blue flame of moral superiority? It’s a privilege, after all, to be 

able to obsess righteously about Big Important Problems. At 43, she’s begun to realize that her 

devotion to the fathomless crises of Africa serves as a kind of cowardly escape. Forced by a 

friend to articulate her restlessness, Frankie sputters, “I guess, I’ve come to feel — in Africa — 

that I’m . . . temporizing, I guess you could say. With my life.”  

Even while the arsonist keeps striking in the background of this novel, we’re caught up in 

Frankie’s experiment with stability. Soon after she arrives home, she falls in love with Bud, the 

owner of the local newspaper. A transplant from the Washington bureau of the Boston Globe, 

Bud is a solid, immensely likable guy, but he, too, is wrestling with a sense of being suspended 

between worlds, and it’s not clear that he’ll be able to convince Frankie that a worthwhile life 

can be lived in the narrow confines of Pomeroy.  

Miller has taken heat in the past for embellishing her stories with sweaty prose, and there are 

moments here when the romance feels hotter than the mystery, e.g.,“Frankie felt a weakness in 

her legs at the thought of everything they would do with each other, to each other, at the way in 

which their bodies belonged to each other.” But for the most part, Frankie’s relationship with 

Bud, which serves as the real focus of the story, is thoughtfully and maturely explored. There’s 

humor and real sweetness in this clumsy slow-dance of middle-aged dating.  

Most affecting, though, is the portrayal of Frankie’s parents. Once again, as Miller did in “The 

Lake Shore Limited,” she explores the way illness strains a relationship and exposes cracks that 

happier times kept hidden. As Frankie’s father drifts further into dementia, her mother realizes 

that her loveless marriage is becoming a different kind of prison — one constructed of burden 

and guilt. And Frankie must figure out the ways her parents still need her, and don’t.  



Set against the acts of a serial arsonist, which, in turn, are set against the attacks of African 

terrorists, these ordinary folks’ hopes and fears could seem small and petty, the kindling for 

some bitter satire about American self-absorption. But that’s the continuing miracle of Miller’s 

compelling storytelling: She knows these people matter, and as she moves gently from one 

character’s perspective to another, her sensitive delineation of their lives convinces us of that, 

too. 

Charles is the editor of Book World. His reviews appear every Wednesday in Style. You can 

follow him on Twitter: @RonCharles. 

 

Direct Impressions 

William H. Pritchard, Commonweal  Oct 24, 2014  

Sue Miller's acclaimed first novel, The Good Mother.; was published in 1982; now, almost thirty 

years later, The Arsonist reminds us, if we needed reminding, of her remarkable achievement in 

fiction. Her work is so quietly accomplished as to be overlooked in the glare of more strident 

claims made for Joyce Carol Oates or Toni Morrison. It may also be the case that Miller has been 

typed as predominantly appealing to a female audience; if such pigeon-holing has taken place, it 

is a mistake, since the quality of her novels transcends any possible gender bias. Her engagement 

with life is large enough to free her from such a constraint.  

In her more recent novels, beginning with The World Below (2001) and continuing through Lost 

in the Forest (2006), The Senators Wife (2008), and The Lake Shore Limited (2010), Miller has 

demonstrated a steady growth of her abilities and her venturesomeness as an American realist-to 

make use of a possibly outmoded generic classification. But realist she is, in the line inaugurated 

by the early Henry James, continued by Theodore Dreiser and Willa Cather and more recent 

practitioners, among them Bobbie Ann Mason, Richard Ford, Anne Tyler, and Gail Godwin. One 

is not primarily drawn to these writers by the presence of a formidable style that calls attention to 

itself. Like them, Miller's style is always subordinate to, and in the service of, the life that James 

invoked so memorably in his great essay, "The Art of Fiction": "a personal, a direct impression 

of life whose only obligation is that it be interesting."  

The life that informs Sue Miller's fiction is mundane, domestic, family oriented, full of 

disruptions and dislocations, conflicted and intense. Its erotic component, a significant one, is 

heterosexual, usually though not always experienced through the person of a woman. It is most 

powerfully and disturbingly present in Lost in the Forest, in which a young adolescent girl falls 

into the exploitative hands of an older, married man. The Lolita echoes are unmistakable, but 

Miller doesn't play any of it for comedy or antic narrative games.  

In The Arsonist the principal vehicle for erotic feeling is Frankie Rowley, a woman in her 

thirties, returned from Africa where she has been doing aid work for some years. Her return is to 

a small New Hampshire town, Pomeroy, where her parents have recently moved to their summer 
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house, now a year-round one since both husband and wife have retired from academic pursuits. 

Sylvia, Frankie's mother, is a smart, ironic figure whose equilibrium is shattered as her husband, 

Alfie, becomes increasingly a victim of Alzheimer's. (Miller's memoir, The Story of My Father, 

vividly lays out some of the disease's lineaments.) This family disruption coincides with an 

outbreak of unexplained fires, usually of unoccupied summer houses, which disrupts the 

community. Parallel to these events is Frankie's developing attachment to Bud Jacobs, editor of 

the local newspaper and occupied at the moment with writing up the mounting instances of what 

is clearly arson. He has been twice married and divorced; she has had many affairs in Africa and 

is wary of becoming too deeply involved. Nevertheless it happens.  

At the risk of overlooking someone, my sense is that at present there are few serious American 

woman novelists who are at ease, indeed have an inclination toward writing about heterosexual 

love. On consulting more than one reader of contemporary fiction and asking about who they 

think of as a portrayer of such love, the name Erica Jong often surfaces, which suggests how far 

away the author of Fear of Flying-iconic in the 1970sis from today's fictional scene. Aside from 

the previously mentioned Lost in the Forest, where a twisted relationship is centrally treated, one 

doesn't come up with any memorable erotic encounters in Miller's books; rather, they are taken 

for granted as a fact of life, not to be given central billing as in John Updike or Philip Roth. An 

example: Frankie and Bud spend some time lying in a field looking up at the Northern lights and 

tentatively exploring each other physically. The words for their encounter are nothing out of the 

ordinary: "He rolled against her; he kissed her. For a moment her whole body moved, rejoiced, in 

response to the length of him, the size of him against her. Her mouth answered the warmth of 

his." A little later, still before they have slept together, Bud is having coffee and toasting a piece 

of bread. He thinks about Frankie and sex: "He'd thought about it, her, numerous times in ways 

that were at once all too generic-legs opening, et cetera-and very specific." He recalls that she 

had seemed hesitant "in a way that seemed to him to spring from all that was unclear and 

unresolved and troubling to her in her life-and that seemed to be just about everything." A 

solemn reflection, followed by this:  

On the other hand they were both freezing their asses off at that point. The toast popped up 

noisily. Sometimes it flung itself out so enthusiastically that it landed on the counter, and he 

always felt cheered when that happened. Not today. "Wuss," he said to this slice, nicely 

browned.  

D. H. Lawrence once praised the novel for showing "the full play of all things." In Miller's 

sentences above, to follow a lyric reflection about sex with "freezing their asses off" and a piece 

of toast that fails to misbehave ("Wuss") is a Lawrentian moment turned toward comedy, a small 

version of the full play of all things.  

This tonal and moral complication of feelings-always mixed feelings in a Miller novel-is backed 

up by an ever present solidity of specification. After Frankie moves temporarily into her sister's 

newly built house, she goes outside to cut some meadow flowers; "Purplish joe-pye weed, blue 

cornflowers, the flat delicate fretwork of Queen Anne's lace." Returning to the house with a 

sense of belonging and a large bouquet, "she ran some tap water into one of Liz's clear-glass 

Mason jars and arranged the flowers in it. She set the jar and its drooping bouquet on the trunk 



by the chairs." She goes into the bedroom for a book picked up from her parents' shelves, James's 

Portrait of a Lady, settles herself in a chair and begins to read:  

She heard the refrigerator grumble back on, she heard the sawing of the crickets in the heat 

outside. Slowly she lost herself in the words about another kind of countryside tamed, green, 

shadowy. About another kind of expatriate.  

This seems to me perfect in its unfussy selection of details, as well as delicate in the way James's 

heroine and the opening of Portrait is alluded to.  

As a nice contrast to this moment of order, there is the inside of a trailer, where Tink Snell, 

arrested as the probable arsonist, has been living:  

Dark rucked-up carpeting covered the floor. Clothing was strewn around on it, and a couple of 

girlie magazines. Along the wall facing him, a smudgy picture window looked south to the 

Presidential Range. Under that was a banquette and a built-in table with a Formica surface. There 

was a small television set on the table opposite this.  

A reader, carried along by matters of plot and character, is not likely to register all these details, 

but when you take the unobtrusive sentences more slowly they feel quite unmistakably right.  

In an appreciative essay on William Dean Howells's novels, John Updike listed three of the 

novelist's characteristic qualities, one of which was a tendency of his stories "to defuse 

themselves, to avert or mute their own crises." For Updike this was an important part of 

Howells's realism, the attempt to render life as it goes on, not often presenting the dramatic or 

melodramatic resolutions and endings that novels-often less than good ones-feature.  

I'm certain there is nothing like a conscious debt to Howells's example in Miller's books, but her 

own way of defusing or averting or muting their crises should be noted. In The Arsonist the two 

main plot lines, often converging, are first, the identity of the firebug, and second, the romantic 

relationship between Frankie and Bud. One possible way to end the arsonist plot would be to 

have some member of the community identified as the culprit. In Miller's book there is a culprit, 

but some doubt is cast on his guilt, certainly in Bud's eyes, by the way his confession was 

elicited. We find ourselves suddenly being asked not to care very much about just who was 

responsible. As for the love plot, Frankie has to decide between taking a new job in New York 

City or settling down, in one manner or another, with the newspaper editor. On the verge of a 

scheduled interview in New York, she changes her mind, gets off the train, and heads home. 

Then she disappears from the book briefly, while in a capsule account of the next few months 

Bud decides the affair is over and anyway their passionate love was bound to fall off. If we've 

been waiting to give a cheer at their reunion, we're invited to regard it as likely to be something 

other than a happy-ever-after one.  

An often-quoted sentence from Henry James's memorial essay on Anthony Trollope marks 

Trollope's singular virtue as "a complete appreciation of the usual." What follows the claim is not 

so well remembered, as James tells us that such a gift is "not rare in the annals of English fiction" 

since it would "naturally be found in a work of literature in which the feminine mind has labored 



so fruitfully." He continues in a manner that might upset equal-opportunity students of the sexes: 

"Women are delicate and patient observers, they hold their noses close, as it were, to the texture 

of life. They feel and perceive the real with a kind of personal tact, and their observations are 

recorded in a thousand delightful volumes." Yet surely James himself was deeply committed to 

being a delicate and patient observer, holding his nose (or whatever) close to the texture of life, 

and recording his observations thereof. Sue Miller's novels seem to me an outstanding example 

of the way such a realist disposition is observable in American writing today. *  

William H. Pritchard, a frequent contributor, is the Henry Clay Folger professor of English, 

emeritus, at Amherst College.  

 

READERS GUIDE (from Penguin Random House) 

The questions, discussion topics, and reading list that follow are intended to enhance your 

reading group’s discussion of The Arsonist, best-selling author Sue Miller’s gripping new novel 

about a small New England town that is rocked by a series of fires with mysterious origins.  

Introduction 

From the best-selling author of The Senator’s Wife and The Good Mother comes The Arsonist, a 

provocative examination of how life in a quiet New England town begins to unravel after the 

community becomes the center of an arson investigation. Filled with nuanced character portraits 

alongside broad philosophical questions, The Arsonist is a finely drawn work of suspense and 

intrigue. 

 

Fifteen years ago, Frankie Rowley left America to do aid work in East Africa. After years of 

intense labor and fleeting love affairs, she is uncertain of whether the life she has built in Africa 

is ultimately a sustainable one. Unable to determine where her “home” really is, she books a one-

way ticket to New Hampshire to stay with her parents and sort out her life in the house where her 

family always summered. On her first night back, a nearby home burns to the ground under 

suspicious circumstances. Then, another summer house goes up in flames, followed by another, 

and another; the incidents too frequent and too similar to be accidental. The sleepy town 

becomes an environment fraught with anxiety and accusations as neighbors turn against 

neighbors, and long-buried issues of class differences in the town emerge. As all this unfolds, 

Frankie finds herself becoming romantically involved with Bud Jacobs,  a local journalist 

covering the fires. As the investigation heats up, so does their affair, ultimately leading Frankie 

to question whether her life in Pomeroy, New Hampshire, could ever be a permanent one. With 

deftly executed plot turns and richly developed characters, The Arsonist explores questions that 

the main characters struggle with, while offering a gripping narrative that will have readers on 

edge until the last page.  

Questions and Topics for Discussion 



1. Frankie says that she is “undeniably an American after all.” (p. 9) How has Frankie’s time in 

East Africa affected the way she views her home country? What aspects of American life are 

most difficult for Frankie to readjust to? 

2. Frankie describes the house in Pomeroy as “no more her home than the Connecticut house had 

been.” (p.12) Why is the concept of “home” fluid for Frankie? What place would you argue is 

most like home for her? 

3. Describe how Frankie and Sylvia’s relationship evolves over the course of the novel. Would 

you say that Frankie is similar to her mother in any ways? If so, is she cognizant of these traits? 

By the end of the novel, is their relationship strengthened? 

4. The town of Pomeroy is divided between two populations: the summer people and the year-

round residents. Describe the interactions between these groups. As the novel progresses, how 

does the schism between the classes become more pronounced? 

5. When Frankie describes her aid work in Africa, she asserts that it seemed like her parents had 

trouble listening, yet later on, when pressed by Bud to discuss it, she has trouble articulating her 

role in great detail. Why do you think Frankie is hesitant to discuss her work at length? What 

assumptions does she face from others about her work? 

6. How would you characterize Frankie’s romantic relationships? Does her relationship with Bud 

fit into the mold of her past encounters? What attracts her to him? 

7. As Alfie’s illness progresses, Sylvia finds “the managing of appearances” increasingly 

difficult.” (p. 29) Discuss the role of gossip in Pomeroy. In what ways is gossip a form of social 

currency? 

8. Why do you think the author chose to provide the backstory of Sylvia and Adrian’s high 

school romance? How does their shared connection manifest throughout the novel? Is Sylvia 

embarrassed by it? 

9. Alfie describes how his brain is changing in a rather bold and straightforward way. As the 

novel progresses, how does his character change as a result of his illness? 

10. Describe how the social landscape of Pomeroy is affected by the fires. How do the fires bring 

the community together? Ignite debate? How are relationships between neighbors changed? 

11. Frankie discusses her spiritual inclinations, admitting that the “ideas in Christianity” always 

appealed to her. What does she mean by that? How has her need for “goodness” affected her 

throughout her life? 

12. Discuss the history of Pomeroy as described by both Pete and Sylvia. How has the town 

changed over time? In what ways does the economy depend on tourism? Have issues of class 

difference always been apparent? 



13. How does Bud integrate himself into the town of Pomeroy? Do you think he is respected? At 

what points is he made to feel like an outsider? 

14. Characterize Sylvia and Alfie’s relationship. Would you describe their marriage as a happy 

one? As Sylvia moves from the role of wife to caretaker, what emotions take hold? How does 

Frankie view her parents’ relationship? 

15. The discussion of privilege occurs throughout The Arsonist, on both a personal and global 

level. How does it manifest throughout the plot? How, specifically, does Frankie struggle with 

the ideas of privilege? How does her privilege as an American and as a Caucasian prevent her 

from fully embracing her role as an aid worker? 

16. On page 284, Sylvia admits to Frankie that she is afraid of feeling foolish. What do you think 

Frankie is afraid of? 

17. Given Bud’s discovery that Tink’s confession came about under suspicious circumstances, 

do you think Tink was innocent? 

18. How does Frankie’s experience on the Amtrak train act as a catalyst for her decision to turn 

around? Do you think she was ever committed to the idea of going to New York? 
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